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The beautiful classical theory of the Tchebychev polynomials arises, 
as we know, from the problem of best uniform approximation to x* on 
[ - 1, I] by polynomials of degree <n. Recently Reddy asked the very natural 
question: How do we determine the best uniform approximation to xn 
on [ - I, l] by rational functions of degree <n ? 
We address ourselves to this problem and certain slight generalizations 
of it. While we do not obtain the exact and explicit answers as in the 
Tchebychev case, we do obtain precise results on order of magnitude. For 
example the answer to Reddy’s question turns out to be that the proximity 
of rational functions of degree tn is of the exact order ~S~(3(3)l/~)-” (as 
compared to 2 . 2-” in the polynomial case). 
THEOREM. Let s and n be any nonnegative integers; then 
(i) There is a polynomial p(x) of degree <n and a polynomial q(x) 
of degree 2s such that, throughout [ - 1, 11, 
1 Xn -a& <21-y-3)-‘, 
(ii) Zf p(x) is a polynomial of degree <n and q(x) is a polynomial of 
degree <2s, then, somewhere in t-1, I], 
PM x” - __ > 2-2-n 
( 
s+n+l -l 
4(x) S 1 . 
Note that these upper and lower bounds are only separated by a factor 
of the order (1 + (s/n))4, which is rather negligible compared to the size 
of the binomial coefficients involved. Indeed, if s < cn, then it is essentially 
just a constant factor (as in Reddy’s original case) and we have the correct 
order of magnitude) answer. 
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Before proving our theorem we turn to some intimately connected con- 
siderations which are of some interest in themselves. 
We define the analytic part, A, of a seriesf(x) == I”,, C,,&” to be A( .f(x)) 
c,“=, C,x”. 
Our principal concern lies in estimating the “size” of A(p(x)/x’“) in terms 
of the size ofp(x). Herep is a polynomial, and size is measured by ,I .f(x),i .=~ 
Max-lca~l 1 f(x)l, The decisive tool for this job is a formula for A( T,ll(x)/x”), 
where the T,,(x) are the Tchebychev polynomials cos(m cos-l x) when in :> 0 
(but where we find it convenient to write T,,(x) = i). We have, then, with 
N = [(m -IL n)/2], 
The proof is by direct application of the generating function formula 
go TV(x) r’ = R 1 - 2rx + r2 ’ R= l-r2 -. 2 
We have, namely, from (l), that 
so that dividing by xn and applying A gives 
c A (Ag-) PJ _- (&)” . &i (,jj 
= (+F)” 1 - 2: -f- r2 * 
Using (1) again, as well as the identity 
(1 +l r2)n = ,S, (-I>; (” Ti, ‘) rzi, 
Eq. (3) becomes 
(3) 
(4) 
C A (q) rv = Pm C (-I)% (” Tf LT ‘) r2i C rJx)ru (5) 
and F follows immediately upon comparing coefficients of rm. 
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We .now derive bounds for the A(T,(x)/xn) from the formula F. First 
of all we have the trivial upper bound 
As to lower bounds we employ the well-known identity 
(1 - cos e> (00 + 2 1 aj cosjl9) 
i>l 
= ,Fb 6% - %+I + Q,+,)(l - cw + 1) @, (7) 
/ 
the validity of which, for terminating sequences, at least, follows immediately 
by comparing coefficients. 
The point is that if m + n is even and we set x = sin(O/2), and choose 
aj = (“‘;!;j) (N here, as always, is [(m + n)/2]), then the sum a, + 2 C a, cosje 
becomes 
(61P 2 c (-ilk (; 1 :, ~m+n-2&). 
Furthermore, in this case, 
aj - 2aj+l +aj+2= (“yy,j) 
Inserting all of this into (7) therefore, gives 
(ply 2 c C-1)” (;1:) TW-2k(X) I; 
1 
- (1 _ cos 0) ,F, (” ,” ji) (1 - COG + 1) 6) 
, 
throughout -1 < x < 1. (8) 
If (8) is now substituted into F we obtain our desired lower bound 
1 A (*)I > 2+l ( r-3’ ) throughout C-1, 11, 
provided m + n is even, and N = (m + n)/2. 
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Finally we may employ (6) to obtain upper gounds for A(P(x)/x’“) in 
general. If we write, namely 
P(x) : f CUT,(X), 
“=n 
m = deg P, II P II = 1, (10) 
then we have, for m > 0, 
2 l P(x) TJx) 
cu = ,.r_, (1 - x2)1/2 dx, 
so that j C, / < 2. Therefore if we apply (6) to (10) we obtain the bound 
2% fl 1 c, ! ( Kn +np)‘2’) < 2n+l ugl ([@ y2’) 
< 2n+12 . ?Fn (“,,.‘) = 2n+2 ( y+’ ; ). (11) 
Summarizing, we have, then, 
for any P with deg P < m, (I 2) 
I/ P jj < 1, where, again, N = [(m + n)/2]. 
We now easily give the proof of our theorem: 
(i) Choose p(x) and q(x) so that x”q(x) -p(x) = Tn+2s(~). Thus 
q(x) = A(T,+,,(x)/x”), (9) applies, and we have 
/I x72 - f# /I G [2”-l ( f-i)]-’ where N = n -t-- s, 
as required. 
(ii) If we call P(x) = xnq(x) - p(x) and normalize so that /I P i/ = I, 
then q(x) = A(P(x)/x”), and we obtain 
II x” ~ g 3 !  
II x”q(x) -Pm = 1 
II 4(x)/l !I mwlx”)ll . 
By (12) we have 
however, and so (ii) follows. 
